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Abstract 
Kiihler, P., On the error of parameter-dependent compound quadrature formulas, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 47-60. 
Ehrenmark (this journal, 1988) and Vanden Berghe et al. (this journal, 1990) introduced quadrature formulas 
of a compound type, which are obtained by interpolation with the null space of the linear differential operator 
Wf + h:D’-*f, where Ai may be chosen differently for each subinterval. In this paper, the asymptotic 
behaviour of the error of this type of compound quadrature rule is determined for smooth functions. It is 
shown that an improvement of the rate of convergence by a factor H* can be obtained by choosing Ai = Aopt 
for all i and N. This optimal A can be determined explicitly (if the derivatives of f are available) and 
approximations to Aopt can be obtained numerically. 
Keywords: Compound quadrature formulas; linear differential operators; interpolation. 
1. Introduction and results 
Recently, Ehrenmark [4] and Vanden Berghe et al. [8] considered quadrature formulas of a 
compound type, which were obtained by interpolation with the null space of the linear 
differential operator Wf+ AtD’-‘f, where Ai may be chosen differently for each subinterval. 
They gave numerical examples, which showed that a suitable choice of Ai may reduce the 
quadrature error significantly, up to a factor of H* [8, Example 11. However, an error analysis 
was made for the local error only, not for the error of the compound rule. In this paper, the 
asymptotic behaviour of the error of this type of compound quadrature rule is determined for 
smooth functions, which partly explains the numerical results in [4,8]. Moreover, it is shown 
that an improvement of the rate of convergence by a factor H* can be obtained by choosing 
*i = *opt for all i and N, where Aopt does not depend on i and the number N of subintervals. 
This optimal A can be determined explicitly (if the derivatives of f are available) and 
approximations to A,, can be obtained numerically. 
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Now let 
Dr,*f =D’f +h2D’-‘f, 
for A2 E R, where Df = f ‘. Further, let 





c ci.P + CT_1 cos(Ax) +c, sin(hx)Ic,,...,c,E R , 
i=l 1 
with cos(Anc) and sin(k) replaced by cosh(Ax) and sinh(Ax), respectively, if A2 < 0, and by 
x r-2 and xrP1, respectively, if A = 0. Let FA[ f ] E N(D,,,) be determined by 
y[f](z) =f(s), for i=l,..., r, 
(where we assume that the parameter A is chosen such that this interpolation problem has a 
unique solution; for A2 > 0, this is the case if A #j(r - 1)~ for j E Z, see [2]). 
The (elementary) quadrature formula Qi’ for the computation of the integral 
I[f 1 = L1f(4 dx 
is obtained by integrating the interpolant Fh[ f 1, i.e., 
Q,e'[fl =Z[6[f% 
and the corresponding quadrature error is denoted by 
G’[f] =Z[fl -QZ’[fl. 
By construction, the quadrature formula &her is exact for N(D,,,), and by reasons of symmetry, 
Rz’[ f] = 0, for f EN(D”D,,A), 
where m = 0 for even r, and m = 1 for odd I-. Now let zi = a + iH for i = 0,. . . , N, where 
H = (b - a)/N, and let 
fi(t) =f(zi_l + tH), for t E [0, 11. 
Further, let A,, . . . , A, be given. By 
Q’[f] =HQh”lH[fi] =H~“*,H[fiI(X) dxy 
a quadrature formula for the integral /:i, f (x) d x is defined. Define the quadrature formula 
QN = Q,$,...I^N (= Q$, if A, = . * * = A,, = A) for the integral /,“f(x) dx by 
Q,[fl = ;Q?fl. 
i=l 
This is a (generalized) compound quadrature formula, with nodes xi = a + i(b - a)/{(r - l)N} 
for i = 0,. . . ,(r - l)N, and with error 
RN[ f] =Ra~h [f] =Lbf(x) dx-Q$‘,...,^N[f]. 
These QN are the quadrature formulas considered in [4] (for r = 3) and [Sl (for r > 2). 
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(I) We first consider the case that hi = A for i = 1,. . . , N, where A may depend on N, but 
should be bounded. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A, = A for i = 1,. . . , N, and let A be bounded. Iffy Cr+m+k+l[a, b] for some 
k 2 0, then 
R,[f] =H’+“’ 6 H’/bD”+‘Dr,,f(x) dx E T,,~(AH)” + O(Hr+m+k+l), 
j=O a /L=o 
with certain coefficients qcL,j depending on r, but not on A, N and f. Further, T,,~ = 0, if p or j is 
odd. 
Therefore, in general, RN[ f ] = O(H’+m), but RN[ f I= 0(Hr+m+2), if A = Aopt is chosen 
such that 
/ 
bDmDr,~f(x) dx = 0. (1.2) 
a 
Corollary 1.2. (a) Let A be bounded and f E Crfm+2[u, bl. Then 
RN[ f] = H’+m~o,O/bDmD,,,f(x) dx + O(Hr+m+2). 
(b) 1ffE.c r+m+4[a, b] an&(1.2) holds, then 
RN[ f] =Hr+m+2q0,2 
/ 
bD”+2Dr,Af(x) dx + 0(Hr+m+4). 
a 
For A = 0, the quadrature formulas considered here reduce to the compound Newton-Cotes 
formulas, so that, in view of part (a) of the corollary, the constants vo,o must be the same 
constants as known from the (compound) Newton-Cotes formulas (see, e.g., [l, p.1281 for these 
constants). Further, there holds 
770.2 = -QOe’[Br+,+21~ 
where the Bj are the Bernoulli polynomials. For instance, for r = 3 (Simpson’s formula; this is 
the case considered in [4]), one has qo,o = - & and qo,2 = &. 
By Corollary 1.2(a), RN[ f ] is (for fixed, sufficiently large N) roughly of the form RN[ f ] = a 
+ j3A2, cf. [4, Fig. 21. 
To obtain the improved order of convergence of Corollary 1.2(b), one has to know A = Aopt. 
From (1.21, one obtains 
/g(r+“‘(x) dx 




(r+m-2yX) dx f (r+m-3)(b) -f (r+m-3)(a) 
(if f (r+m-3)(b) = f ( r’m-3)(n), then A Opt does not exist). If f is given analytically, Aopt can be 
determined explicitly, but it is also possible to determine approximations to Aopt numerically, 
without any knowledge of the derivatives (assuming, however, that the derivatives exist>. 
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Therefore, let M > N, and let, for some fixed f~ Crfmt2[a, bl, 
~(A)=Q,[fl-Q,[fl=Q~[fl-Q~[fl=R~[fl -%[fl 
and 
,,+A) = (M-‘-~ -N-‘-“)@I - n)r+mllo,ojhDmD,,,f(~) dx. 
a 
Then $(A,_,,> = 0. From Corollary 1.2(a), one obtains 
$(A) = $(A) + O(N-r-m-2), for fE Cr+m+2[u, b]. 
This suggests to look for zeros of 4, and to take these zeros as approximations for the zeros 
A opt of I,!J. Since 4 contains only even powers of A, it can be considered as a function of A2. 
Application of the secant method yields the iteration procedure 
(~~+l)~=(~‘)‘-rn(A~)k~~~I~~~~~), .., i= 1,2,. 
for the zeros of 4. Since 4(Aj) = Qi[f] - Q$[fl, in each step Q$fl and Q$fl must be 
computed. If N and M are fixed (it would also be possible to increase N and M during the 
iteration procedure), then the function values which where used for Q,"[ f I and Q$ f 1 can be 
used again. Choosing M = 2N further reduces the number of function evaluations. 
Though in the formulation above, the aim of this algorithm is to obtain approximations to 
A opt, its main purpose is to produce improved estimates Q,$ for Z[fl. 
Example 1.3. Consider Z[ f] = 1,’ 1000 sin(x) cos(5OOx(l +x)1 dx = 0.459 859 397 8. . . (This is 
[4, Example 51). One obtains 
A opt = 1498.404 895.. . and Qtzb[ f ] = 0.459 859 34. 
The results of the iteration procedure given above, with ttarting values A, = 1000 and 
A, = 2000, N = 500 and M = 1000, are given in Table 1. For Q,; as well as for this iteration 
procedure, 2001 equidistant nodes are used. (The nodes of Q&, are a subset of the nodes of 
Q:OOO7 and in each iteration step the same nodes are used. Therefore the function values must 
be evaluated only once, at the beginning of the iteration procedure.) Ehrenmark [4, Table 31 
obtains Qt, = 0.459 857 with A = 1500, and with variable A, A = 500(1 + 2x). For comparison, 
Table 1 
I[ f I= /,’ 1000 sin(x) cos(5OOx(l +x)) dx = 
0.459 859 397 8. . . 
i A’ 4Y 500 Q” loo0 
0 1000.0000 0.469 957 61 0.460 347 31 
1 2000.0000 0.443 872 17 0.459 152 68 
2 1469.1138 0.460 590 08 0.459 893 76 
3 1496.1825 0.459 910 17 0.459 86198 
4 1498.1755 0.459 859 45 0.459 859 62 
5 1498.1688 0.459 859 62 0.459 859 62 
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the compound Newton-Cotes formula of order five with 2001 equidistant nodes, QF$j’, gives 
Q NC,5 = 0.459 618 34 (see the following remark). 500 
Remark 1.4. Let r = 3 and A = Aopt. Then, from Corollary 1.2(b) with 26qo,2 = ,,‘,l, F= A, one 
obtains 
(f’@(x) + A2fc4)( x)) d x+O(H’), forfECs[a, b], 
(the number of nodes used is 2N + 1). It is of interest to compare this with the compound 
Newton-Cotes quadrature formulas of the same order, since these are rather more easy to 
implement than the formula of Ehrenmark. Compound Newton-Cotes formulas of order 
0(H6) are obtained for r = 5 and r = 6 (Corollary 1.2(a) with A = 0). One obtains 
R;c~5[ f] = - & ( f--$$bf(6)(x) dx + O(H* , for fE @[a, b], 
a 
and 
RFcp6[f] = -~(~)6~b~(6)(~)dx+O(HX), forfEC’[a, b], 
(where the number of nodes used is 4N + 1 and 5N + 1, respectively). For the constants, there 
holds 
& =0.000661375 . . . . & =0.00211640... and & =0.00454695... . 
This suggests (though a direct comparison is not possible, because of the different integrands) 
that Ehrenmark’s formula with A = Aopt will often perform better than the compound 
Newton-Cotes formulas of the same order (see Example 1.3). 
(II) Now allow the Ai to depend on i, but with the restriction that I Ai 1 i A for all i and N, 
for some A > 0 which does not depend on N. 
Theorem 1.5. Let the hi be bounded. If f E Cr+m+k+l[a, b] for some k 2 0, then 
RN[ f] = H’+” 5 Hj+’ E Dm+jDr ,f(mi) 5 +jP ,(X,H)” + O(Hr+m+k+l), 
, 1 
j=O i=l /.L=o ’ 
with m, = i<zi_ 1 + zi), and with certain coefficients GcL,j depending on r, but not on A, N and f. 
Further, G,,j = 0, if ,u or j is odd. 
(The +j,,j are not, in general, the same as the T,,~ in Theorem 1.1, but they have the same 
properties.) 
Again, in general, Z?Jf] = O(H’+“), but RN[ f ] = 0(Hrfmf2), if the hi are chosen such 
that 
DmD,,,if(mi) = 0, for i = l,..., N, (1.3) 
assuming that this is possible (this is the way Vanden Berghe et al. [S] choose the A,), and that 
the Ai chosen in this way remain bounded. 
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Corollary 1.6. (a) Let the Ai be bounded and let f E P+“‘+‘[a, bl. Then 
RN[ f] =Hrtrn;70,0 ~ HDmD,,*if(mi) + 0(Hr+m+2). 
i=l 
(b) Zff= r+m+4[a, b], if (1.3) h o Id s, and if the Ai chosen in this way are bounded, then 
RN[ f ] = H’+m+2jj0,2 f HD”+2D, h f(q) + 0(Hr+m+4). 9 I 
i=l 
This again is an improvement for the order of convergence by a factor H2, compared with 
the classical compound formulas, which is numerically confirmed by [S, Example 11. However, 
this result is not applicable in general, since the Ai as chosen by (1.3) are unbounded, if 
f(r+m-2) has zeros (see, e.g., [8, Fig. 11). 
Remark 1.7. Let 
so=Hf (f(r+m)(mi)+A~f(r+m-2+ni)). 
i=l 
Choosing Ai = g(mi), where g is Riemann-integrable, s,, is a Riemann sum, and therefore, 
from Corollary 1.6(a), 
i?i_mH-‘-mRN[ f 1 = ~o,o~b(f’““‘(x) +g2(x)f(‘+m-2)(.x)) dx. (1.4) 
Ehrenmark [4] partly chooses the hi in this way, with a heuristically chosen function g. Though 
a good choice of g may make the error smaller, it will normally not improve the order of 
convergence. 
Remark 1.8. If one chooses the hi as in (1.3), then Ai = g(mi), with 
Assuming that this function is Riemann-integrable, the integral in (1.4) vanishes and, using the 
next term of the expansion of R,, i.e., Corollary 1.6(b), one obtains 
I?‘F~H- - r m-2R,[f I = 7j0.2~~ 
2. The proofs for Section 1 
I dx. 
In this section, the proofs of the results of the previous section are given, but in a more 
general setting. The analysis of the error does not depend very much on the differential 
operator considered, and on the nodes used for interpolation, so that we will now make the 
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following assumptions. Instead of (l.l), we consider an arbitrary linear 
with constant coefficients. Let 
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differential operator 
D,f= c y,D”f, with yr= 1, 
v=O 
be given, and let 
for A E R. For ‘y, = yr_* = 1 and yj = 0 if Y # r - 2, r, one obtains the case considered in [4,8] 
(in this case, A2 E IF! is sufficient). Further, let MD,,,) = (f~ C’[O, 11 IDr,J= 01, let nodes 
o,cx,< .a* <X,<l 
be given (in the previous section, we had xi = (i - l)/(n - l>>, and let Fh[fl E ND,,,) be 
determined by 
F,[f](xi) =f(xi), for i = l,..., r. 
Since lim h --) 0 Dr,* = D’, there exists some A,, > 0, such that this interpolation problem has a 
solution for each A with I A I <A, (see also [6]; the representation for the interpolation error 
proven in [3] is already contained in [6]). Let the quadrature formula Qz’ for the computation 
of the integral 1[ f ] = /if(x) dx be defined by 
Q,e’[fl = ~[h[.fl] 7 
the corresponding quadrature error being R:[f ] = I[f] - Qz'[f I. By construction, the quadra- 
ture formula Q,“’ is exact for N(D,,,). However, it may be exact for a larger class of functions. 
In the following, we assume that 
Rf[ f] = 0, for fE N(DmD,,,), (2.1) 
for some m 2 0 (as in the previous section, m = 1 may hold by reasons of symmetry). Then, 
there exists a Peano kernel representation 
Re,l[f] = IIK:‘(t)D”Dr,,f(t) dt, for f~ Cr+m[O, 11, 
0 
(see [5,7] for Peano’s theorem for functionals which vanish on the null space of a linear 
differential operator; all we need here is the existence of the Peano kernel representation). Let 
zi = a + iH for i = 0,. . . , N, where H = (b -a)/N, and let fi(t> =f(zi_r + tH) for t E [0, 11. 
Further, let A,, . . . , A, be given. By 
Q’[fl =He$&fil =HJ[&&il] 
(for I A,H ) <A,>, a quadrature formula for the integral /i\lf(x) dx is defined. Define the 
quadrature formula QN for the integral /,“f<~) dx by 
Q,[fl = 5 Q’VI. 
i=l 
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This is a (generalized) compound quadrature formula. From the Peano kernel representation 




~mR,*,f(x) dx7 (2.4 
for the local error R’[f], and 
Q[f] = l?(x) dx - Q,[fl = /k,(x)o”%~~f(x) dx, 
for the global error i,rfl, with 
K,,,(x) = H’+“K$, 
(x-;-l), a 
forxE(zi_i,zi), i+l,..., N. 
Now let an expansion 
f(x) = ,$a /olf(j’(~) daj(U)Pj(X) + ‘k[ f](X), for x E LO, 113 
be given, with 
IIEJf] II GP,JI.P+~) II, forfECk+l[O, 11, 
with pi ~9~ a polynomial of degree ~j, CX~ of bounded variation, pk some constant, and II . 11 
the supremum norm. One obtains 
= i Y,(A,H)~-” i ll~“m+‘fi(U) daj(U)Pj(t) + Pi(t) 
v=o jr0 0 
r k 
= c yv(A,H)r-Y c H”+“‘+j 
/ zi f
u=o j=O =i-l 
(v+m+j)(x) daj( ‘-$-‘)p,(t) +&(t) 
where 
p,(t) = ~~ou,(hiH)‘.~k[D”mf~l(f). 
Inserting this into (2.2) yields 
@[f] =H’+“’ 5 H’+‘/lKi!H(t)pj(t) dt/‘j D"+jDr,,,f(X) daj( “->-‘) +Si, 
j=O 0 ’ =i-1 
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where 
The following lemma is proven in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) For any polynomial p, there exist coefficients T,(P), such that 
@‘(t)p(t) dt = e AVJP), forlhl <&<A,, 
/.L=o 
where &, > 0 does not depend on p. 
(b) Let p =pj satisfy pi(x) = (- l)jpj(l -xl, and let q,,j = qP(pj). Further, let y,, = 0 for 
r - v odd (i.e., y7_1 = yr_3 = * *. = 01, let the nodes be symmetric, i.e., xi = 1 -x,+ l_i for 
i= 1,. . . , r, and let r + m be even. Then qr,j = 0, if j or p is odd. 
If ( A,H I < Ao, then, with qg,j = Tw(Pj>, 
Ri[ f] =Hrfm 
for the local error, and 
RN[f 1 
=H’+m i H’+’ 5 /” Dm+jD~,h,f(x) daj( x -;-‘) 2 T,,~(A,H)” +&, 
i=l zi-1 u=o j=O 
(2.3) 





. . , N, for-some fixed A > 0, and let N be sufficiently large, such Now let I Ai I <_A for i = 1,. 
that I Ai H I G A < A, for some fixed A > 0. Then, with 
c = sup /‘IK,e’(t)j dt, 
IAl& 0 
there holds 
1 pN 1 G NHc lyiyN II Pi 11 . . 
< (b - a)c ly;:N k I Y, I ( I Ai I H)r-v~k Jlfi(V+m+k’l)II 
\. v=o 
< (b - a)p,H r+m+k+lC i I y, I Ar-V II f(v+m+k+l) 11 
v=o 
= O(H r+mfk+l), for f E Cr+m+k+l[ a, b]. 
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(I) We now consider the case where Ai does not depend on i, i.e., Ai = A for i = 1,. . . , N, 
where A may depend on N, I A I G A for some A > 0, and N sufficiently large. We choose the 
expansion in Bernoulli polynomials (i.e., the Euler-Maclaurin formula): 
f(x) = @u, d U+ j~l(f”-l’(l) -f"-l'(o))Bj(x) +Ek[fl(X) 
= i: /'f(j)(~) duBi +E,[f](x), 
j-0 0 
where 
&LW) = - j-)Bk*tl(x - 4 -&c+l(~))f(~+~)(~) du. 
Here, Bj is the Bernoulli polynomial of degree j, with main coefficient l/j!, and BT is the 
Bernoulli monospline, i.e., the l-periodic extension of Bj I Lo,lj. Further, aj(u> = u and pj = Bj 
for j = 0,. , , , k. From (2.3), one obtains 
RN[ f] = H’+“’ 5 Hj 5 /” Dm+jDr,,f(x) dx E Tp,j(AH)” + PN 
j=O i=l zi-, /.L=o 
=Hri"j~oHj~~~~+jD,,f(x)d~~~o~~,j(hH)1.+8,, (2.4) 
where q,,j = q,(Bj)> and 
ffN= O(Hr+m+k+l), for fg Crfmfk+‘[a, b]. 
In general, RN[f] = O(H r+m) (the order of convergence may be higher, if certain of the rcL,j 
are zero), but this can be improved to RN[f] = O(H rtm+l), if A = A,,pt can be chosen such that 
/ bD”DJx) dx = 0 (2.5) a 
holds. If, additionally, qO,i = 0 (this is the case, if the nodes are symmetric), then RN[f] = 
r+m+2 O(H 1. 
Now let the assumptions of Lemma 2.1(b) hold, and let A = Aopt be chosen such that (2.5) 
holds. Then one obtains from (2.4), 
RN[ f] =Hr+m+2q,,2 
/ 
hDm+2D,,Af(~) dx + O(Hr+m+4), for fE Cr+m+4[ a, b]. 
a 
Since DmD,,0Br+m+2 = D’+mBl+m+2 = B,, and since the Bernoulli polynomials have mean 
value zero, one obtains from Lemma 2.1(a), 
To,2 = ro(B2) = j‘1G1(V2(t) dt = G’[Br+m+21 
0 
= / ‘&+m+zW dt - QOe1[Br+m+21 = -QOe’[Br+m+,I. 0 
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(II) Now let the hi be arbitrary, but bounded, i.e., I hi 1 G A for all i and N, for some A > 0 
and N sufficiently large. Choose the Taylor expansion at x = i, 
k 
f(x) = jFof’i’(t) b j! +I’ +Ek[fl(X), 
i.e., Pi(X) = (X - i)‘/j!, and a;(u) = 0 for u < 3, aj(u) = 1 for u > $. Inserting this into (2.3) 
yields 
R,[f] =H'+"' i H'rj+p,, 
j=O 
with 
r; = H 5 Dm+iDr,A, f (mi) 2 ijp,i(AiH)P, 
i=l /L=o 
where ?jW,j = np(pj) and m, = i(zi_, +z,), so that 
R,[f] =O(H’+m), for fEC’+m+l[a, b]. 
Choosing the Ai such that 
D”Dr,,,f(mi) = 0, for i = 1,. . . , N, 
(assuming that this is possible, and that these hi remain bounded), then r0 vanishes, so that 
R,[f] =O(Hrtm+‘), for fECr+m+l[u, b]. 
If, additionally, the assumptions of Lemma 2.1(b) hold, then rj = 0 for odd j, and therefore 
RN[f] =O(Hrfm+2), for fECr+m+2[u, b]. 
3. The proof of Lemma 2.1 
Let P[f 1 ETr+,_l be the polynomial interpolating f at the nodes xi,. . . , x, and y,, . . . , y,, 
where x1,. . . , x, are the given nodes, and yl,. . . , y, E [0, l] may be chosen arbitrary. (Here m 
is still the same as in (2.1); the additional nodes yj are needed for technical reasons in the 
following proof. They are of no importance elsewhere.) Multiple nodes are also allowed. Let K 
be the corresponding Peano kernel, so that 
f(x) =P[ f](x) + klK(x, t)Dr+mf(t) dt, for f E Cr+m[O, 11. 
For an arbitrary polynomial p, let $p be defined by 
I&(~> = pqx, OP@> dt, 
$(x) = - pqx, t) r-1 c Yv~V+m~p+Y-r(t> dt, 
v=maxCO,r-CL) 
(34 
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for p > 1. By the choice of K, there holds 
+j.~(~i) = +fi(Yj) = O, (3.2) 
for p 2 0, i = 1,. . . , r, j = 1,. . . , m (for multiple nodes, this must be modified, using derivatives), 
r-l 
for p > 1. From (3.1) and (3.3), one obtains 
$J_x) = ~‘K(x, t)Dr+~$Jt) dt, for P > 0, (3.4) 
and therefore 
and 
D~$~(x> = &~D;K(x, t)Dr+yp(t> dt 
with 
K,= o~~l/O1]D:K(x, t)] dt. 
. . 
Further, by (3.3) and (3.51, 
r-1 
IID ‘+?t$(l f c IYvI(lDY+mmp+.-,II 
v=max(O,r-p) 
r-1 





K= o<!ppl I Y” I K,+m* 
Therefore, II D’+‘T,bl II < K I( Drfmqbo II = K II p II by (3.6) and (3.3). From this and (3.61, one 
obtains by induction 
IID r+mf+bpll < 1)  1) K(1 + K)‘-‘, for ,!.L 2 1. 
Combining this with (3.4) yields 
(3 3 
Now let functions g, be defined by 
g*(x) = 2 AP@Jx), for x E [0, 11. 
p=O 
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Then, by (3.71, 
so that g, converges uniformly on [0, 11, for each A with I A 1 < l/(1 + K). In the special case 
that yr_2=yr=1, and y, = 0 if v # r - 2, Y, (3.1) yields 1+4~~+i = 0, (3.6) simplifies to 
]I Dr+m~21* II G K II D’+m@2~_2 II G K~ II p IO and (3.7) to It $2w II < ~~~~ II P II, so that 
l g*(X) l <Kg ll P II pco I h I 2pKp~ 
and one obtains that g, converges for I A I < l/A. In any case, there exists some Ai > 0, such 
that g, converges for I A I <A,. By (3.2), 
g*(xi) =gh(Yj) = ‘7 (3.8) 
for i = 1,. . . , Y and j = 1,. . . , m, and 
DmDr,,g,(x) = 5 A~D”D,,,i#+) = 5 A” i yVAr-VDm+Y~P(~) 
/L=o p=o v=o 
(using the same estimates as above, one obtains uniform convergence for DmDr,Agh, too). 
Rearranging by powers of A, and applying (3.3), yields 
D”D,,,g,(x) = E A’ h YvD”‘“+j+v-r(x) =P(X). (3.9) 
j=O v=maxCO,r-j) 
Finally, from (3.9) and (3.8), one obtains 
=Rf[ gh] = j),(x) dx = 2 A9/1(~), 
I*=0 
(3.10) 
for I A I < x0 := min(A,, A,), where 
17,(P) = i1Jbp(4 dx. 
We now state what happens in case of symmetry. The proofs are straightforward and will be 
omitted. Let the nodes be symmetric, i.e., 
xi = 1 -x,+l_i and Yj= 1 -Ym+i-j, 
for i=l,..., Y and j=l,..., m, respectively (since the yj can be chosen arbitrary, they can 
always be chosen symmetrically). Then K is also symmetrtc, i.e., 
K(1 -x, t) = (- l)r+mK(x, 1 - t). 
In addition, let p be symmetric, i.e., p(1 -x> = (- l)“p(x) for some (T E IO, 11. Then 
$Jl-4 = (-1) r+m+u+P+P(~), for p 2 0, 
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so that 
~P(~)=~l$F(~)dx=O, ifr+m+a+piisodd. 
If y,, = 0 for Y- Y odd (i.e., ‘yr_l = yr_3 = ... = O), then one obtains Icl, = 0 for odd I_L (this 
does not depend on the symmetry assumptions made above). 
Now let y, = 0 for Y - v odd, let the nodes be symmetric, let p =pj with pj(x) = (- 1)’ x 
Pj(l -xl, let qP,j = q,(pj), and let Y + m be even. Then T,,~ = 0, if ,x or j is odd. 
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